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Spreading of information of the Forces of light is a key to today‘s possibility of change of this 
society and people who have this mission have the TELEINFORMATION field (see The 
Spiritual Path, messages 833, 838 and mainly 841). 

Let me remind that a HUMAN WITH MISSION lets himself/herself be led by The Prime 
Creator of all and everybody and he/she spreads information of light in a non-violent, 
unforced manner and he works from his/her own free will and with LOVE for The Prime 
Creator of all and everybody. At this work, do not plan much in advance (the Forces of 
darkness with their IQ 200 do scan your plans, THEY CAN SEE EVERYTHING and they do 
countermeasures, whereby they are not able to effectively work with your information until 1 - 
3 days, for firms it is several weeks – according to the size of that firm and delays of orders). 
In principle, do not organize with other people excessively, since this means distrust of the 
Creator and reliance upon Earth man, who often fails (I can confirm this from last 14 years of 
work). Cooperate with other people only when it is inevitable, and only on a specific task, if 
you have one specified. Mistaken are people who change these activities for something else 
(there are many alternatives of that ‚something else‘) and, especially, who expect. The 
information about how one fulfilled one’s mission, what one did and what one did not, will all 
who will advance to the fifth dimension of planet Earth learn as late as when they get there. It 
is not desirable to spread these information here, for the Forces of darkness would 
immediately effectively use them against Light. Working in anonymity (in a crowd) is very 
advantageous because one is under less load (burden) of testing by the Forces of darkness. 
If one spreads also his full name (perhaps even his address, phone number), he, from his 
own free will, triggers an avalanche of another tests (temptations) upon himself (these tests 
are results of the operation of the Forces of darkness) which he either manages or 
unmanages. Therefore, well consider this fact and consult with the Creator and the Cosmic 
friends about this before you do so (see The Spiritual Path – messages 819 - 847, here are 
listed all the tests and temptations). Moreover, be aware that there is always some degree of 
control by the Forces of darkness, but what is important is how big that degree is. The degree 
of the control changes in proportion to the progress along the spiral of the spiritual awareness 
growth. That is, a human in the sleeping point (initial point) is virtually 100% controlled, whilst 
a human in the enlightenment point is virtually uncontrolled. This is important to realize and 
not to marvel at it, because this is the truth. To the degree of progress along the spiral of 
spiritual awareness thus corresponds the degree of control (inverse proportion) and, at the 
same time, the degree of ability to cooperate with Light – the Cosmic people and the Creator 
(direct proportion). 

In addition to the teleinformation field, the ability to process information depends also on the 
DEGREE OF SPIRITUAL AWARENESS. To this belongs the CREATIVITY and FLEXIBILITY 
at this work, too. 
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Information of light will be important even for the duration of the cleansing processes, when 
all information spread on lots of places will be VERY VALUABLE for people who slept before. 

People perform their mission at a VARIOUS measure and degree – according to their free 
will, from 0% - 100%. 

 

WAYS OF SPREADING INFORMATION OF LIGHT: 

1) INTERNET 

This way of spreading is crucial and determining today here on Earth in the third dimension in 
the coarse vibrations (here in this dirty environment, people cannot communicate 
telepathically so far). 

Available are our addresses www.angels-heaven.org , www.cosmic-people.com  which are 
the MAIN SOURCE OF INFORMATION OF LIGHT. These information are the most actual 
and up-to-date, and no other information on planet Earth are comparable to them in volume 
(thousands of pages with thousands of messages), truthfulness (92%) and topicality 
(information on the most important topics of saving and salvation of planet Earth and 
humanity, years 1995 – 2007) from the Cosmic people of the Forces of light. From this web 
site, one can freely spread messages, pictures, video, audio and other information. Suitable 
means for spreading are also leaflets (menu Leaflet system), appeals, mottos and brief 
slogans, which are apt, concise and they don’t burden a reader with a waste of time at the 
first contact. 

Especially suitable is also an advertising (banner) people people_e.gif available in English 
language. You can spread it effectively via e-mails as well as place it on your web sites. 

When spreading over Internet, you can make use of various search engines (e.g., Google). 

In addition, it is possible to make a very effective and efficient use of today’s prevailing social 
and communication networks (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, ICQ, Skype, ...), internet forums, 
discussions, article answers, etc. 

On the present, there are over 2 000 000 000 internet users throughout the world, and this 
number is constantly dynamically growing. Therefore, dear people, do not underestimate this 
perspective system of spreading information (energies). 

Internet is available also in almost all libraries and internet cafes ! 

 

2) CD, DVD DISCS 

This form of spreading is quite advantageous since CD, DVD disks are very cheap, they work 
in almost all PCs, copying is very cheap, fast and easy. Beware no-name disks (but also 
some branded ones), their quality is questionable. 

 

3) PRINTED MATTERS 
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Printed information (leaflets, samizdats, books – TALKS WITH TEACHINGS FROM MY 
COSMIC FRIENDS) have still a couple of advantages against the previous two forms. In the 
first place, they have a broader scope among people since Internet is still not used by all 
people. Another advantage is that to read information in such form, one does not need a 
computer. An interested person can read information anywhere, information can be easily 
and cheaply printed and copied on printers or copiers. Printed information will be of special 
value during the period of the cleansing processes, when all printed information spread over 
various places will be very valuable for people. Therefore, do not underestimate a value of 
printed information. 

With regard to printed samizdats, it is convenient to use big letters, since small letters will 
‘merge’ after repetitious copying (this mistake was and is made by people controlled by the 
control program “saving of money”. Outcomes of their work are sad). In addition, it is 
convenient to use one-sided and unbound samizdats for the purpose of easy further copying 
(copying of two-sided materials is more complicated). 

It is advisable and suitable to provide books (usually free of charge) to libraries, because they 
are of great use there, including libraries of penitentiaries. 

 

4) LEAFLETS, PICTURES, SELF-ADHESIVE LABELS 

Leaflets, pictures and self-adhesive labels are one of the most effective, the most efficient 
and the most important ways and means of spreading the information of light. They have a 
broad scope among people. They can be cheaply printed at home, or when printing greater 
quantities, one can use services of advertising and printing agencies. It is suitable to give 
leaflets and pictures to people’s mail boxes, or to give them directly to people during various 
events and activities (cultural, esoteric, religious events, performances, shows, fairs, etc.). 
Moreover, it is possible to place pictures or leaflets on various public places and insert them 
into bizarre human puppet-structures. Self-adhesive labels can be stuck at busy and 
frequented places, where many people pass thru every day. 

Particularly effective and efficient spreading is a personal anonymous delivering into all mail 
boxes (even ones with no advertisement labels) of many people the small card-sized pictures 
(size 91x54 mm) with references to the light source www.angels-heaven.org , with the 
warning against the chip totality and with pictures of the Heavenly Angels and their space 
ships. 

For further information and means to download, see sections Advertising resources and 
Leaflet system at www.angels-heaven.org . 

 

5) AUDIO CD 

A form of spreading which is suitable for those users who don’t like reading, or who want to 
hear authors in this way (e.g., they verify veracity). Also suitable for people who never have 
time, so they listen while e.g. working or driving. The pros are low price, easy copying, 
durability. 
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6) VIDEO CD, DVD, BLU-RAY… 

Another means of spreading suitable for those who don’t like reading or who want to see 
authors, pictures or original video recordings with their own eyes. DVD players are in vast 
majority of households. 

 

7) VERBAL TRANSMISSION 

Information of light can be transmitted verbally, too. The pros are directness, non-anonymity 
and first-handiness of passing info. There is a possibility to gradually address a number of 
people. The cons are low effectiveness of spreading (in contrast to previous forms), 
information may sometimes be incomplete and there is a lack of another handed carrier of 
information. If a human is under the guidance of the Creator, he gives information correctly; 
the same applies to the listener. 

We differentiate among individual and group passing of info, i.e. lectures. Till this time, within 
8 years, I have made circa 230 lectures attended by circa 16,600 people. It is effective but 
also time-consuming form of spreading, for a personal contact with people is very good due 
to direct and first-hand experience of all concerned people. They are in a contact not only 
with the lecturer, but also with the Cosmic people, who are helping them. There are kinds of 
people who, in order to accept new information, inevitably need to attend a live lecture. 

 

8) WORKING WITH MEDIA 

This work would be the most effective if media were not 90% controlled by the Forces of 
darkness. But do not complain about it, for this is our working field we have chosen. 
Therefore, this work is very difficult, but there are people who have this specific mission, that 
is, to cooperate with media, or even work inside media. This work concerns TV programs or 
talk shows, radio programs, newspaper articles and articles in magazines. Successful 
programs and articles have an enormous effectiveness and efficiency, for they cover a broad 
group of people. We have these programs also on the web site www.angels-heaven.org in 
the Video section. Till this time, many millions of people were informed thanks to big TV 
programs. So, this work is very important and a number of people underestimates it, they let 
themselves be controlled. In newspaper and magazines, it is appropriate to write and insert 
articles especially on cultural and social pages, or on pages about life. 

REDACTIONS MUST PUBLISH ALSO THOSE OPINIONS THEY MAY NOT NECESSARILY 
ALWAYS AGREE WITH. FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION, ESPECIALLY FREEDOM OF THE 
PRESS, IS GUARANTEED BY THE CONSTITUTION OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC AND 
THE CHARTER OF FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS: FREEDOM OF 
EXPRESSION AND THE RIGHT TO INFORMATION ARE GUARANTEED. EVERYBODY 
HAS THE RIGHT TO EXPRESS FREELY HIS OR HER OPINION BY WORD, IN WRITING, 
IN THE PRESS, IN PICTURES OR IN ANY OTHER FORM, AS WELL AS FREELY TO 
SEEK, RECEIVE AND DISSEMINATE IDEAS AND INFORMATION. CENSORSHIP IS NOT 
PERMITTED! 

 

9) LEAFLET ACTIONS 
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A leaflet action is a very effective form of spreading information, since distribution at Czech 
Postal Service is 80% and the leaflets are in 70% cases read-through (out of 4.3 million of 
households in the Czech republic, 4 million obtained the leaflets, and out of 10.2 million 
people, 3.5 million people read thru the leaflet). A leaflet makes an impression to people 
because it is not about advertisement and offer of products, but it has a spiritual nature. 

The national leaflet action costs in year 1999 were 0,70 CZK per one black-and-white leaflet 
– recycled paper (out of that, 0.20 CZK was the distribution). 

 

10) ADVERTISING 

There are lots of advertisement means, it depends mainly on money, for a free-of-charge 
advertisement is realized only exceptionally, and that is either using one’s own property, or 
using spiritual kiosks (or in some other way, exceptionally). In addition to money, the 
realization of advertisement depends also on one’s creativity, because not every form of 
advertisement is appropriate. It is necessary to thoroughly analyze how a given form or 
version addresses groups of people. This is because there are also (sometimes quite 
expensive) advertisements in existence which have a minimal efficiency (e.g., only a few 
people stop by and read the advertisement). 

 

11) TELEPATHIC SPREADING 

Last but not least, the telepathic spreading of information of light takes place here, too, and it 
is in the form of an informational field which is radiated by a human into his/her surroundings 
at all times (the domino effect, the phenomenon of hundredth ape). Thanks to this, more and 
more people get informed subconsciously, much like in sleep. 

 

12) SCHOOLING & TRAINING IN SLEEP 

At night, when the physical body is sleeping, our astral bodies are schooled in so called astral 
areas. Lot of people are in a contact with the Creator, with spiritual beings and the Cosmic 
people of the Forces of light. Some people themselves school (teach) their fellows within the 
scope of their spiritual mission – see The Spiritual Path. This is also why a number of people 
knows Ashtar Sheran (and his look) even if they are not consciously aware of those 
schoolings. 

 

From the above-mentioned forms of spreading, we differentiate the spreading to 
organizations (e.g., churches, army, state administration, educational system, health system, 
…). There are people who are specialized in this form of spreading. For this is one usually 
prepared and led by the Forces of light already several years in advance in this life (apart 
from previous incarnations) and now he is just harvesting all preparatory steps he has taken 
before. Especially specific is a mission of the Czech and Slovak President (or President of 
any other state), as they, understandably, are the major target of the Forces of darkness, and 
it is exactly here that the previous preparation and the personal choice prove and show 
whether and to what extent they (the Presidents) fulfill their mission. 
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Thanks to 14 years of intensive spreading of information from the Cosmic people – Angels of 
Heavens, the Czech and Slovak countries now have the greatest degree of knowledge and 
informedness on planet Earth. This is related to mission of millions of people who embodied 
here. Some of these people are in childhood age and they will perform their mission either by 
preparing the second wave of evacuation or directly on New Earth in the fifth dimension. If 
someone thinks there will be recreation and no work, he is mistaken. There is no escape 
from this world; it is only a shift to BETTER CONDITIONS FOR THE SPIRITUAL WORK 
AND THE SPIRITUAL GROWTH either. Therefore, it is worth now to take a think of why am I 
here and whether I have a spiritual mission (= unselfish work for people in the fields of 
healing, meditation and teleinformation) here, and if I do have any, to begin working on it 
without delay, for there is not much time for conditions in the third dimension of planet Earth. 

 

Over 7000 pages of texts and 5000 pictures of the C osmic people – Angels of Heavens 
can be found on the Internet: 

 

www.universe-people.com 
 

www.cosmic-people.com 
 

www.angels-light.org 
 

www.angels-heaven.org 
 

www.ashtar-sheran.org 
 

www.200-countries-download.org 
 

www.all-the-world-downloads.org 
 

www.we-arent-slaves.org 
 
 

www.andele-nebe.cz 
 

www.andelenebe.cz 
 

www.vesmirni-lide.cz 
 

www.vesmirnilide.cz 
 

www.andele-svetla.cz 
 

www.andelesvetla.cz 
 

www.universe-people.cz 
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www.anjeli-neba.sk 
 

www.anjeli-svetla.sk 
 

www.stahuje-200-zemi.cz 
 

www.stahuje-cely-svet.cz 
 

www.nejsme-otroci.cz 
 
 

www.himmels-engel.de 
 

www.angeles-luz.es 
 

www.angely-sveta.ru 
 

www.anges-lumiere.eu 
 

www.angelo-luce.it 
 

www.anioly-nieba.pl 
 

www.feny-angyalai.hu 
 

www.andjeli-neba.com.hr 
 

www.anjos-ceu.eu 
 

www.angeli-raja.eu 
 

www.engelen-hemel.nl 
 

www.ingerii-cerului.ro 
 

www.cennetin-melekleri.web.tr 
 

www.himmelens-anglar.se 
 


